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I  Scotland’s first Minister nicola Sturgeon viewing historical films at kelvin hall with ruth Washbrook, 
  Moving image and Sound collections Manager, and Glasgow council leader frank Mcaveety.

I The signature of Mary Queen of Scots on her last letter, written only hours before her execution.



our physical collection of books,
manuscripts, maps and other items
rests on some 200 kilometres 
of shelving – enough to stretch 
almost from edinburgh to inverness. 
however, the physical is increasingly
giving way to the digital and, in the
past year, an important change took
place when we added more digital
content to the collection than 
physical items.

Seeing a handwritten poem by
robert burns or a letter from robert
louis Stevenson is always a thrilling
experience. That is why long queues
developed when we put on show the
last letter of Mary Queen of Scots in
edinburgh and burns’s Ae Fond Kiss
in Glasgow. The members of the 
public who turned out to see them
were delighted at the opportunity. 
but such was the interest that we saw
a corresponding escalation in the
number of people visiting our website
to view the digital versions of the 
documents. our web feature on Mary
Queen of Scots was viewed more
than 15,000 times on the day the 
letter went on display – an increase
of almost 5000% on normal traffic.
The same effect was seen on the
day of the burns display. 

This is all part of our commitment 
to develop the library as both an 
exciting onsite and online destination.
While we continue to develop 
services for people who visit our
buildings in edinburgh and Glasgow,

the internet gives us the opportunity
to reach out beyond Scotland to 
engage with an international 
audience who are interested in 
what we have to offer. That is why 
we are working to have a third of our
collection in digital format by 2025
and further progress was made 
towards this goal throughout the year. 

This was a landmark year for the 
library which saw us extend our
reach beyond edinburgh for the first
time when we opened The national
library at kelvin hall in Glasgow. 
This is truly a library for the 21st 
century where most of the content,
including rich research material, is in 
a digital form and can be searched
and viewed on screen. it is also 
home to our Moving image archive 
– Scotland’s national film collection –
which offers thousands of historic
films of life in Scotland for enjoyment
and education. The number of people
visiting the library at kelvin hall has
exceeded our estimates and we 
have been very encouraged by the
positive comments made, including
from Scotland’s first Minister nicola
Sturgeon who officially opened 
the building in november. Within 
months of opening, kelvin hall won
a prestigious eDGe 2017 award for
the best new physical space in library
and information buildings across 
the uk.  
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I Magnificent maps in our "you are here" exhibition.

I exhibition visitors recall their favourite memories.



it was an important year for maps 
at the library. our main exhibition 
featured some of the most important
and beautiful maps in our collection
including the earliest printed map of
Scotland from 1560. The exhibition
You are Here posed questions about
how maps are made and how much
we understand about them. it was
very successful, being seen by
94,000 people. There was wide
interest in the work carried out to
save a rare 17th century map of the
world that had been found in a 
near-ruined state during building
work on a property in aberdeenshire.
Substantial sections of the paper had
disintegrated after being attacked 
by vermin and insects. Work in trying
to save the map has been one of 
the most complicated projects the 
library's conservation staff have ever
worked on and the restored version
is testament to their skills.

our smaller displays which highlight
treasures from our collections were
also well received. Throughout the
year these featured items relating 
to the architect robert adam; the
writer Jessie kesson; the work of the
early pioneers of photography and
blackwood’s magazine, which was
first published in 1817, and was 
considered to be the most influential
literary-political journal of its time.  

The collections of the national library
of Scotland are truly international 
with material in hundreds of different
languages to reflect diverse cultures
around the world. We are also 
committed to supporting the Scots
language and Scots Gaelic. To that
end, we were pleased that Scotland’s
cabinet Secretary for education, John

Swinney, joined us in the library in
December to launch a new website
called Wee Windaes. it aims to raise
awareness of the history, richness
and cultural significance of Scots 
from its use as the language of 
the state in the Middle ages to its 
appearance in modern novels 
and poetry. 

We continued to make more Gaelic
material available online with the 
addition of an comunn Gàidhealach
publications and we also appointed
the world’s first Gaelic Wikipedian 
to work with the Gaelic community
across Scotland to improve and 
create resources on uicipeid, the
Scottish Gaelic Wikipedia. 

This year we became a partner in 
a network representing britain’s
biggest libraries whose aim is to
share ideas, knowledge and 
expertise to develop the important
role of libraries in the 21st century.
The living knowledge network is
one of a number of collaborations
the library entered into to benefit
from shared expertise. We joined the
international image interoperability
framework consortium (iiif-c) as a
founding member which is made up
of a select group of world-leading
institutions. its work will help
influence and develop a suite of 
services for accessing and using 
high quality digital images. We also
agreed a three-year framework for
collaboration and partnership with 
the university of edinburgh focussing
on research and teaching. Shared
working of this nature helps to
strengthen the library and assist in
the achievement of our objectives. 
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I field Marshal haig's diary from the day the first World War ended.

I presenting information in new and engaging ways.



our collections hold many items 
of international significance including
the diary of the commander of british
forces during WWi, field Marshal
Douglas haig. in June, the uneSco
Memory of the World programme,
which recognises documentary 
heritage of global significance, 
decided to add the haig diary to its
international register. in the process,
the library became the first Scottish
heritage organisation to be awarded
this much-sought-after international
accolade.

We were privileged to have professor
Sir kenneth calman join us during the
year as chair of our board. he brings
a wealth of experience from the many
and varied posts he has held, both in
the health service and in public life.
he leads a board with a wide range
of expertise which is providing 
essential advice and support to the
library’s senior management team.
our work also benefits from the 
financial support offered by our 
patrons, benefactors, trusts, corporate
supporters and individuals whose
generosity helps us in a multitude of
different ways. i would like to thank 
all of them for the difference they
make as well as pay tribute to the
library’s staff whose work makes this
a special place.     

The physical book, the hand-written
manuscript, the printed newspaper
and the paper map will always have 
a central role in the life of the library
but we now find ourselves at a 
crossroads. The opportunity offered
by the online world allows us to share
the riches held within our collection
with people who would never be able
to visit our buildings. it also means we
can present information in new and
engaging ways as evidenced by the
mini websites we have developed
such as one on the journals of 
henrietta liston, the remarkable
diplomat’s wife who helped to repair
relations between britain and the
united States in the aftermath of the
War of independence. it is often said
that the future is digital and we are
developing in that direction while
maintaining and improving the 
functions of a traditional library. 
These are exciting times and we 
aim to make the best of them.

Dr John Scally
National Librarian   
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Highlights of the Year
progress against our strategic objectives.

    Improving access:

     We will make it easier to access the 
     collections. By 2025 we will have a 
     third in digital format.

>     Doubled the percentage of the collections 
       available digitally from 5.5% at the start of 
       the year to almost 11.8%. 

>     created almost 1.1 million new digital images 
       – an increase of 23% over the previous year 
       and higher than in any other previous year.

>     became a founding member of an 
       international group of world-leading 
       institutions – the international image 
       interoperability framework consortium – to 
       improve access to and use of digital images. 

>     carried out the first live online streaming 
       of a public talk at the library on Playing 
       Shakespeare: 400 years of great acting.

>     introduced a new system allowing users 
       of the general reading room to use their own
       mobile devices and compact cameras to 
       photograph content from the collections, 
       subject to copyright and the library’s terms 
       and conditions. 

    Safeguarding collections:

     We will be the guardian of the published 
     and recorded memory of Scotland for 
     current and future generations.

>     Made significant progress on the major 
       renovation of library’s main book store at 
       the causewayside building in edinburgh. 

>     Developed the Scotland’s Sounds 
       programme that aims to preserve and 
       share the country’s rich audio heritage.

>     added more than 3,000 new physical 
       items to the collection every week 
       including important purchases such 
       as letters bought at auction relating to 
       robert louis Stevenson.

>     conducted a regular programme of 
       surveys to check the condition of 
       collection items and carried out 
       conservation treatments where needed.

>     Saved a disintegrating 17th century map 
       found during building work on a house in 
       aberdeenshire thanks to the skill of the 
       library’s conservation staff.
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Highlights of the Year
progress against our strategic objectives.

    Promoting research:

     We will encourage and promote research.

>     Strengthened links with the university 
       of edinburgh by signing a Memorandum
       of understanding to support education 
       and research.

>     continued to collaborate with organisations 
       such as the royal Society of edinburgh and 
       the arts and humanities research council 
       on projects.

>     completed the third year of a successful 
       programme of hosting a fulbright scholar 
       at the library as part of a programme 
       established in 1946 by the united States 
       Government.

>     led the connecting Scotland’s Sounds 
       project which provided training for 
       researchers working with sound archives.

>     hosted a number of residencies for writers 
       working with the collections including the 
       post of Scots Scriever, Gavin Wallace research
       fellow and a sports writer-in-residence.

    Supporting learning:

     We will ensure our collections and 
     services make an important contribution 
     to the education, learning and 
     advancement of our citizens. 

>     Joined the living knowledge network
       – a consortium of britain’s most significant
       libraries – to share ideas and expertise.

>     launched the Wee Windaes website 
       designed to raise awareness of the 
       history, richness and cultural significance 
       of the Scots language.

>     further developed the library’s volunteer 
       programme which provides opportunities 
       for interested individuals to support our 
       work and gain valuable experience for 
       themselves.

>     continued to add new content, including 
       victorian photographs of Glasgow, to the 
       online learning Zone, a superb resource 
       for learners of all ages.

>     offered more than 90 learning events 
       and workshops throughout the year 
       which continued to prove popular 
       with audiences. 
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Highlights of the Year
progress against our strategic objectives.

    Reaching out:

     We will develop the National library 
     as an exciting and memorable destination 
     for both onsite and online visitors.  

>     opened the national library at kelvin hall
       in Glasgow, giving people in the west of 
       Scotland easy access to the library’s world 
       class collections for the first time. 

>     launched a project to improve the public 
       spaces in our main building on George iv 
       bridge in edinburgh.

>     appointed the first ever Gaelic Wikipedian
       to work with the online encyclopedia 
       Wikipedia to improve its Gaelic language 
       content.

>     Developed plans for a programme of touring 
       exhibitions to be offered to libraries and 
       museums around Scotland.

>     continued to offer loans of items for 
       exhibitions and displays both at home 
       and overseas. 

>     improved the library’s website to give it a 
       more modern, user friendly interface.

    Inspiring engagement:

     We will design and deliver public 
     engagement programmes that will 
     educate, entertain and inspire the 
     communities of Scotland. 

>     Welcomed over 132,000 visitors to the 
       library’s exhibitions – an increase 
       of 11% on the previous year.

>     increased website traffic to over 4.1 million
       visits – an increase of 17% on the previous
       year. over a million visits are now made 
       every quarter.

>     Staged two major exhibitions; Plague: 
       a cultural history of contagious diseases 
       in Scotland and You are Here which 
       explored the wonderful world of maps.

>     Displayed the last letter of Mary Queen 
       of Scots in edinburgh and robert burns’s 
       Ae Fond Kiss in Glasgow in a continuing 
       programme of special events to attract 
       people to the library.

>     continued to build the library’s presence 
       on social media which is helping to attract
       a younger audience to become interested
       in our work. 
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Funding our work 

income 2016/17

other trading activities

£120,000

investments

£179,000

charitable activities

£671,000

Donations & legacies

£4,822,000

Grant in aid

£20,804,000

Spending 2016/17

collection purchases

£779,000

property costs

£804,000

other running costs

£1,926,000

Depreciation

£2,499,000

building maintenance

£5,268,000

Staff

£10,945,000



extremely helpful staff 
who made certain it was 
a great experience.

in my opinion a hidden gem.

could spend all day here...

George iv bridge

edinburgh

eh1 1eW

0131 623 3700

www.nls.uk

The national library of Scotland is a registered Scottish charity. Scottish charity no. Sc011086

TereSa hyaTT fraSer on facebook

caThryn JackSon on facebook

eDGe aWarD JuDGeS coMMenTS on kelvin hall.

I  front cover images: young library users at kelvin hall 
   Scots Scriever hamish MacDonald with Scotland's education Minister John Swinney at the library.


